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Examination of drill logs and cuttings from five wells 
in the Deer Lodge basin, western Montana reveals a 
maximum thickness of approximately 10,(XX) feet of post 
middle Eocene sediments. This thickest section of 
Tertiary sediments is divided into the upper Eocene(?> 
to lower Miocene Renova Formation and the unconformably 
overlying middle to Upper Miocene Sixmile Creek
Formation.
In the deepest part of the basin the unconformity is a 
lithologie boundary between lithified, dark, mainly 
lacustrine Renova Formation shales and unconsolidated, 
fluvial, tuffaceous silts, sands, and conglomerates of 
the Sixmile Creek Formation. The unconformity is also a 
clay mineralogical boundary between highly illitic clays 
of the Renova Formation and smectitic clays of the 
Sixmile Creek Formation. Diagenesis driven by the heat 
of burial is responsible for the illitization of the 
Renova Formation clays and for the generation of oil in 
the Deer Lodge basin.
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IntrotfcMittmi
The Deer Lodge basin is located in Powel1, Deer Lodge, and 
Silver Bow counties, western Montana (Figs. 1 and 2). It 
trends north-south and measures 32 miles long by ten miles 
wide. The Flint Creek Range bounds the basin on the west 
while the Continental Divide bounds it on the east. The 
northern end of the basin has a surface elevation of 4,300 
feet at Garrison. The surface of the basin rises to an 
elevation of 5,100 feet at its southern end near Gregson.
In the late 1970*s the Tertiary basins of western Montana 
and eastern Idaho attracted the attention of the oil 
industry. Before that time the best documented basins were 
those with the best exposures of basin filling sediments. 
But the oil industry was interested in the deepest basins 
with the greatest probability of oil generation. Amoco 
Production Company’s Tertiary basin exploration program 
lasted from 1976 to 1984. Amoco spent more than 40 million 
dollars in the largest exploration program ever undertaken in 
these basins. Commercial amounts of oil were never
discovered, but the data collected was a boon to the study of 
the Tertiary basins.
Amoco concentrated its exploration in the Deer Lodge, Big 
Hole, Lemhi, Cache, Three Forks, and Canyon Ferry basins. 
Their first well drilled in the Deer Lodge basin recovered 
non-commercial amounts of oil from the Renova Formation and 
led to the drilling of four more wells in that basin, none of 
which produced oil (Fig. 3). Little had been known about the
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Fig. 1 Map of part of western Montano sixiwing area of study (block outline) and adjacent 
Tertiary basins (stippled).
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Fig. 2 Geology of the Deer Lodge basin (compiled from Mulch, I960; Csejtey, 1962; 
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Fig. 3 The stream drainages of the Oeer Lodge bosin, the locations of the six wells, 
and the locations of the two cross sections.
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Deer Lodge besin owing to the poor Tertiary exposures. The 
purpose of this study is to determine the Tertiary 
depositional history of the Deer Lodge basin based upon the 
data collected fro* the five wells and examination of 
cuttings.
P rg y tQ W i... lW ¥ W tlQ a ttg g t
Earl Douglass (1901» 1903» 1909) first dated and described 
the Tertiary faunas of the Deer Lodge basin. Billingsley 
(1916) published the first cross section of the basin in his 
study of the Boulder batholith. Konizeski's paleoecological 
study (1957) and hydrologie survey (1968) were the first to 
discuss the depositional history of the basin. In his study 
of the southeastern Flint Creek Range» Csejtey (1962) 
described the Tertiary sediments exposed in the foothills. 
Rasmussens (1969) stratigraphie analysis of the Tertiary 
sediments of the Flint Creek basin determined that they are 
correlative to the adjacent Deer Lodge basin» and his later 
study (1977) of the Cabbage Patch Formation includes an 
analysis of the 01igocene-Miocene sediments of the Deer Lodge 
basin.
Pardee (1951)» Alden (1953)» and Ruppel (1962) described 
the glacial geology of the valley. Cremer (1966) conducted a 
gravity survey of the basin» determined a maximum sediment 
depth of S»500 feet» and inferred faults on both sides of the 
basin. Other workers who mapped and described portions of
6
the Deer Lodge basin include Weed (1912), Gwinn (1960), Mutch 
(1960), Wanek and Barklay (1966), and Derkey and Bartholomew 
(1987, in press).
7
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The Renova and Sixmile Creek formations are the Tertiary 
basin filling sediments of western Montana and eastern Idaho. 
The Renova Formation (Kuenzi and Fields, 1971) is generally a 
fine grained tuffaceous shale to siltstone unit deposited on 
an erosional and angular Eocene unconformity between middle 
Eocene and early Miocene time. The Sixmile Creek Formation 
(Robinson, 1967) overlies the Renova Formation with erosional 
and commonly angular unconformity. It consists predominantly 
of locally-derived coarse-grained sands and gravels deposited 
between middle and late Miocene time.
The Renova and Sixmile Creek formations are 1ithologically 
similar in some basins and in the shallower parts of the Deer 
Lodge basin; without reliable radiometric or faunal age 
dates it is difficult to determine which sediments are Renova 
Formation and which are Sixmile Creek Formation and where the 
boundary between them lies. Amoco workers have made their 
stratigraphie picks of the Renova-Sixmile Creek formation 
boundary based upon a lithologie change and a thermal 
discontinuity in the Johnson well (W.B. Hanson, 1981, 
unpublished report, Amoco Production Co., Denver, CO). The 
thermal discontinuity and lithologie changes are not apparent 
in the other wells. In these cases the picks were based on a 
probable angular unconformity as determined by dipmeter logs 
and apparent changes in the electrical properties of the 
rocks. Diatoms identified in the upper few thousand feet of
8
the ##elIs indicates these sediments were deposited during 
middle to late Miocene time, but neither diatoms nor sparse 
pollen were helpful in identifying the Renova Formation or 
the Renova-Sixmi1e Creek formation boundary (U.N. Krebs, 
1981-84, unpublished reports, Amoco Production Co, Denver, 
CO). Amoco workers are not confident about their 
stratigraphie picks, but I use their stratigraphy for my 
study because I have not been able to refine it. Therefore 
it is possible that the Renova Formation was eroded in the 
Arco and Jacobson wells so that the Sixmile Creek Formation 
lies directly on the Lowland Creek Volcanics.
The Deer Lodge basin lies within the Rocky Mountain 
Overthrust Belt west of the Lombard thrust and east of the 
Phi 1ipsburg-Georgetown-Princeton thrust system (Fig. 4). The 
eastward travelling Sapphire plate was emplaced during Late 
Cretaceous time (80—75 Ma) along the Georgetown thrust. The 
tightly-folded eastern flank of the Flint Creek Range was 
probably "bulldozed" into place by the advancing Sapphire 
plate (Hynckaan, 1980). Granitic plutons were emplaced into 
the Flint Creek Range along the thrust faults approximately 
76-72 Ma (Hyndman, 1980). The Boulder batholith was being 
emplaced at approximately the same time to the east of the 
basin. The final phase of the Laramide Orogeny was the 
Paleocene thrusting along the Lombard thrust east of the 
Boulder batholith.
A broad gentle erosional surface was cut on Precambrian,
9
Paleozoic, and Mesozoic rocks during Paleocene and early 
Eocene time. Remnants of this surface are preserved in the 
Flint Creek and Anaconda ranges (Noel, 1956; Mutch, 1960; 
Csejtey, 1962). During the Middle Eocene a series of quartz 
latite-dacite flows, tuffs, and volcanogenic sediments named 
the Lowland Creek Volcanics covered an 800 square mile area 
including the southern half of what is now the Deer Lodge 
basin. The event, well dated at 50—48 Ma, deposited more 
than 6,000 feet of volcanics in six distinct units near Butte 
(Smedes, 1962; 1965). Only two or possibly three of those 
units extend to the western edge of the Lowland Creek field 
in the western part of the Deer Lodge basin (Fig. 5, columns 
A and B>. Here the sandy to conglomeratic basal unit and the 
massive latite welded tuff unit have a maximum total 
thickness of 3,700 feet (Csejtey, 1962). Drill holes reveal 
the presence of the Lowland Creek Volcanics underlying the 
basin at least as far north as the Johnson well, but total 
thicknesses of 400-1,400 feet in the basin indicate 
depositional thinning, deposition on topographic highs, or 
erosion. I am not able to identify the basal unit in drill 
samples, but Csejtey (1962) observed that presence or absence 
of this unit depends on the elevation of the pre-Lowland 
Creek erosion surface.
Incipient range—front faulting on the west side of the 
basin may have begun as early as Paleocene time, but the 
thickness of the Sixmile Creek Formation suggests the
10
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Majority of the displacement occurred during middle to late 
Miocene time. Csejtey (1962) incorrectly considered the 
Lowland Creek Volcanics a basin filling unit, and he 
therefore suggested that basin formation began with 
downwarping in pre—Lowland Creek time. Several parallel, 
discontinuous, east dipping, north-trending normal faults 
with east sides downthrown were observed north of Racetrack 
Creek and north of Robinson Creek on the western edge of the 
Oeer Lodge valley. But these faults were not included in 
Fig. 2 because they are only traceable over short distances. 
The faults cut Paleozoic and Mesozoic sediments including a 
massive Paleozoic limestone and the Quadrant Formation north 
of Racetrack Creek and the Kootenai Formation and Colorado 
Group north of Robinson Creek. Poorly bedded, poorly sorted, 
moderately well cemented clastic wedges contain clasts of the 
upthrown blocks and are cut by the faults described above. 
The fstward dip of the sedieients emy be due to backward 
rot^ on along a concave fault surface. I infer that the 
clastic leedges were shed from the up thrown blocks of the 
faults and then were cut by subsequent movement on the same 
fault zone.
The timing of the faults and conglomerates is uncertain. 
Fields et al., (1985) referred to the conglomerates as pre- 
Renova fanglomerates and reported two distinct episodes of 
deposition. The pre—Renova fanglomerates of Paleocene to 
Early Eocene age shed off thrust sheets during a
Southeast Flank 
Flint Creek Range 
Csejtey, 19d 2
Deer Lodge basin 
This study
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Flint Creek, basin 
Rasmussen, 19^9
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Fig. 5 TTie Tertiary stratigraphy of the Deer Lodge basin (from the Johnson well) correlated with 
that of the Flint Creek basin and the southeast flank of the Flint Creek Range.
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compressional regime, while the pre-Renova fanglomerates of 
Early Eocene to early Oligocene shed off the upthrown blocks 
of normal faults as a result of earliest Tertiary extension. 
Exposures of these faults are poor, and correlation between 
the outcrops i mpossible. The Lowland Creek Volcanics do 
not extend north of Racetrack Creek, therefore it is 
difficult to determine whether the conglomerates predate or 
postdate them. The Lowland Creek Volcanics are easily 
identified in the drill cuttings, but I see nothing 
resembling the pre-Renova conglomerates in cuttings from the 
basin.
The Johnson well penetrated 10,052 feet of post-Lowland 
Creek Tertiary section approximately five miles south of Deer 
Lodge (Fig. 5, column B>. This is the thickest and 
presumably the most complete record of Tertiary deposition in 
this basin. Therefore I will rely heavily on this section 
for my depositional interpretation.
This well, drilled late in 1981, reached a total depth of 
10,330 feet and extended to the Lowland Creek Volcanics. An 
estimated Lowland Creek Volcanics thickness of 1,200 feet is 
based on seismic data (W.B. Hanson, 1983, unpublished cross 
section, Amoco Production Co., Denver, CO). An organic 
siltstone rich in quartz, feldspar, and biotite unconformably 
overlies the Lowland Creek Volcanics. The siltstone unit is 
350 feet thick in the Johnson well and appears to be a lake 
deposit. The abundance of feldspar and mica in the siltstone
14
suggests that the lake was receiving fine grained detritus 
fro# the weathering of the welded tuff unit of the Lowland 
Creek Volcanics.
The sedimentary unit overlying the Lowland Creek Volcanics 
in the Jacobson and Arco wells shows other facies if it is 
the same stratigraphie unit. Those facies include dark 
shales and sandstones containing euhedral quartz probably 
derived from tuffs. The siltstone, sandstone, and shale are
all labeled lower Renova Formation sediments (Plates 1 and
2), but it is possible that the^se are Sixmile Creek Formation 
sediments in the Jacobson and Arco wells.
Csejtey (1962) identified a 300 foot thick fluvial
sedimentary unit unconformably overlying the Lowland Creek 
Volcanics in the Hoodoo Gulch area which he named the Hoodoo 
Gulch beds (Fig. 5, column A). He tentatively grouped this 
unit and the overlying rhyolitic "tuff breccia sequence" with 
the Lowland Creek Volcanics. These units lack fossils but
may correlate with Smedes* (1962) breccia unit overlying the
welded tuff unit in the Butte area. The Hoodoo Gulch beds 
and tuff breccia sequence are discontinuous in the foothills 
of the Flint Creek Range and absent from the center of the 
basin.
A rhyolite tuff in the lower Renova Formation may be a 
continuous unit in the southern half of the basin (Fig. 5, 
column B, labeled "tuff unit"). It is present in the 
Johnson, Jacobson, and Arco wells where its thickness is 124,
15
88» and lOO feet respectively. Rhyolite tuffs at the base of 
the Renova Formation in the adjacent Flint Creek basin (Fig. 
5, column C) are associated with the Crater Mountain Field 
and are radiometrically dated at 29.5 Ma (Rasmussen, 1977). 
Rhyolite tuffs associated with the Helena Field lie at the 
base of the Renova Formation in the Avon basin and overlie 
the Lowland Creek Volcanics throughout the northern half of 
the Boulder batholith. These tuffs together with a group of 
rhyolite dikes near Butte yield K-Ar dates of between 37 and 
40 Ma (Chadwick, 1978, 1981). The rhyolite tuff in the Flint 
Creek basin thins to the south (Rasmussen, 1969) making a 
Deer Lodge basin correlation unlikely. The Helena Field 
volcanics are closer to the Deer Lodge basin and much more 
extensive, therefore the Renova Formation tuff in the Deer 
Lodge basin is likely to be upper Eocene. This would make 
the bounding sediments Chadronian, and tuffaceous Chadronian 
rocks do outcrop in the Divide basin to the south and 
possibly in the Flint Creek basin to the northwest (Fields et 
al., 1985).
The Renova Fm. is informally subdivided into upper and 
lower units (Kuenzi and Fields, 1971). The lower part of 
the lower unit in the Deer Lodge basin is the siltstone unit 
which overlies the Lowland Creek Volcanics. The 400 foot 
thick upper part of the lower unit is coaly and carries a 
distinctive seismic signature (W.B. Hanson, 1981, unpublished 
report, Amoco Production Co., Denver, CO). The 1,700 foot
16
thick upper unit is composed of shales, sands, marls, and 
conglomerates. Twenty five feet of core cut in the lower 
part of the upper Renova Formation show interbedded 
sandstones, shales, and conglomerates with abundant 
carbonized root impressions and minor coal indicating low 
energy fluvial and overbank environments of deposition. 
Thirty three feet of core cut in the upper part of the upper 
Renova Formation show thinly interbedded marl-fine grained 
sandstone couplets. These couplets together with fossilized 
ostracods and gastropods suggest a marginal to open 
lacustrine environment of deposition (W.B. Hanson, 1981, 
unpublished report, Amoco Production Co., Denver, CO).
The thin lower Renova Formation overlies the Lowland Creek 
Volcanics in the Jacobson and Arco wells, but in these wells 
the unit is apparently overlain by the Sixmile Creek 
Formation rather than by the upper Renova Formation (Plate 
1). The absence of the upper Renova Formation in the 
Jacobson and Arco wells implies non—deposition and erosion. 
In the southeast flank of the Flint Creek Range, Csejtey*s 
(1962) Anaconda beds overlie the tuff breccia unit (Fig. 5, 
column A). The undated Anaconda beds may be of Renova age, 
but 1ithologically they bear a closer resemblance to the 
Sixmile Creek Formation. Renova Formation sediments here 
either were not deposited or eroded before deposition of the 
Anaconda beds.
Using grain size and 1ithification as criteria for
17
differentiating the Renova and Sixmile Creek formations is 
not rcNiommended» but out of necessity I have used these in 
identifying Csejtey's Anaconda beds with the Sixmile Creek 
Formation. The proximity of these sediments to the Flint 
Creek Range front north of Anaconda also makes this 
determination problematical. If these sediments are
identified as the Renova Formation in future work» then it 
will indicate widespread deposition during Renova time and a 
Sixmile Creek Formation generally restricted to the 
downthrown side of the major Tertiary fault.
In the Flint Creek basin Rasmussen (1969, 1977) described
2,200 feet of tuffaceous mudstone, siltstone, and sandstone 
of the Arikareean Cabbage Patch Formation (Fig 5, column C>. 
The Cabbage Patch Formation is exposed at the surface as far 
south as Mullan Creek in the northern half of the Deer Lodge 
basin. These rocks are correlated with the rocks of the 
upper Renova Formation in the Johnson well in Fig. 5. 
Another possible interpretation is that the Cabbage Patch 
Formation correlates with the tuffaceous rocks identified as 
the lower part of the lower Sixmile Creek Formation in the 
Johnson well. If this is the case then the rocks from a 
depth of 6,100-7,506 feet would be the upper Renova Formation 
and the rocks from a depth of 7,506-10,052 feet would be the 
lower Renova Formation.
The fine grained Renova Formation sediments in the Johnson 
well, together with those exposed in the adjacent Flint
18
Creek, Avon, and Divide basins, imply a low topographic 
relief. But huge volumes of ash choking the drainages and 
depositing in basin may mask any possible high relief of 
Renova time. Up to 2,200 feet of Renova Formation sediments 
were deposited between Drummond and Hullan Creek in the Flint 
Creek and Deer Lodge basins (Rasmussen, 1969, 1977). Little 
Tertiary normal faulting occurred here, although Rasmussen 
(1969) determined that the two major Tertiary structural 
features of the Flint Creek basin, the Bert Creek syncline 
and the Morse Creek fault, formed during Early Miocene time. 
Between Drummond and Mullan Creek the Renova Formation is 
exposed at the surface and separated from the overlying 
Sixmile Creek Formation by an erosional and angular 
unconformity. The Sixmile Creek Formation is a thin veneer 
in this area. South of Mullan Creek the Renova Formation 
shows only minor facies changes, but its position below 7,500 
feet of Sixmile Creek Formation implies that normal faulting 
probably occurred along Mullan Creek and along the Flint 
Creek Range front sometime after deposition of the Renova 
Formation.
Konizeski (1957) identified a number of HemphiIlian fossil 
locations in the Miocene sediments exposed at the surface of 
the Deer Lodge basin. This thick sequence of flat lying 
sediflients blankets older Sixmile Creek Formation sediments 
south of Mullan Creek. Rasmussen (1969) and Csejtey (1962) 
identified two erosional unconformities within the Sixmile
19
Creek Formation and tMo bounding unconformities. Csejtey 
named the three units of the Sixmile Creek Formation in the 
southeast flank of the Flint Creek Range the Anaconda beds, 
the Modesty Creek beds, and "Pliocene sediments" (Fig. 3, 
column A). In the Flint Creek basin, Rasmussen used Guinn’s 
(i960) names and identified the Flint Creek Formation, the 
Barnes Creek beds, and "unnamed gravels" (Fig. 5, column C). 
Csejtey’s beds are undated, but Rasmussen’s have associated 
mammal ages; the Flint Creek Formation and the Barnes Creek 
beds are of Barstovian age, and the "unnamed gravels" are 
HemphiIlian. The erosional unconformity separating the Flint 
Creek Formation and Barnes Creek beds is minor, while that 
separating the Flint Creek Formation and the "unnamed 
gravels" probably represents more than five million years 
(Rasmussen, 1969).
The 7,300 feet of Sixmile Creek Formation penetrated by 
the Johnson well also show three units bounded by two 
unconformities (Fig 3, column B). The Hemphillian sediments 
on the surface of the Deer Lodge basin, named the Deer Lodge 
beds by Konizeski (1937), probably correlate with the 
Hemphillian "unnamed gravels" of the Flint Creek basin. The 
Hemphillian unit is 2,900 feet thick in the Johnson well, and 
I will call it the upper Sixmile Creek Formation. The two 
lower units have a total thickness of 4,600 feet. They 
probably correlate with the Barstovian units of the Flint 
Creek basin, and I will call them the lower Sixmile Creek
20
Formation. The angular unconformities within the Sixmile 
Creek Formation in the basin are determined using dipmeter 
logs from the wells. The unconformity separating the upper 
and lower Sixmile Creek Formation appears on the seismic 
surveys as a continuous horizon throughout the Deer Lodge 
basin (U.S. Hanson, 1981, unpub 1 ishe»d report, Amoco 
Production Co., Denver, CO). If this tentative correlation 
is correct it is significant in that it supports Rasmussen’s 
(1969) unusual assertion of a significant unconformity within 
the Sixmile Creek Formation.
The lower Sixmile Creek Formation is composed of 
interbexfded conglomerates, sands, shales, and coals, while 
the upper Sixmile Creek Formation is predominantly tuffaceous 
shales with sandstone interbeds. Diatoms identified in the 
upper Sixmile Creek Formation by Amoco (U.N. Krebs, 1981- 
1984, unpublished reports, Amoco Production Co., Denver, CO) 
consistently indicate a Miocene age and a shallow fresh water 
lake to marsh environment. The lower Sixmile Creek Formation 
sho*#s a low to high energy fluvial to intermittent lacustrine 
environment. Although the entire Sixmile Creek section in 
the Flint Creek basin is only about lOO feet thick it shows a 
lithologie and sedimentologic similarity to the Deer Lodge 
basin section. Lithologie similarities also exist among the 
Sixmile Creek sections in the Johnson, Jacobson, and Arco 
wells. In the Montana State Prison well the Sixmile Creek 
Formation appears to be at least 4,200 feet thick, but poor
21
samples and insufficient data make this well difficult to 
interpret. In the Benson well the lower part of the lower 
Sixmile Creek Formation either pinched out or eroded during 
the erosional episode in the middle of the lo»#er Sixmile 
Creek Formation (Plate 1).
The State 1-1-22 well drilled by the Montana Power Company 
reportedly penetrated 18 limestones beds in the Sixmile Creek 
Formation (Konizeski et al.» 1968). I observed carbonate 
fragments in many of the samples from the Sixmile Creek 
Formation but interpret these to be conglomeratic clasts and 
secondary fracture fillings. Carbonate also appears to be 
finely disseminated in most of the sands and shales» but I 
find no evidence of beds of pure limestone in this basin as 
is commonly observed in other basins.
In the Johnson well the late Early Miocene unconformity is 
characterized by a lithology change from dark lacustrine 
shales below to fluvial conglomerates immediately above and 
by an unspecified discontinuity in vitrinite reflectance (T. 
Helmer cited in W.B. Hanson » 1981» unpublished report » Amoco 
Production Co.» Denver» CO). A 30 foot thick conglomerate 
with Paleozoic limestone clasts overlies the unconformity» 
but the unconformity is not angular (W.B. Hanson » 1981» 
unpublished report» Amoco Production Co.» Denver » CO).
The weathered horizon seen in other basins (Thompson et 
al.» 1982) is not observed in the samples from the center of 
the Deer Lodge basin. The horizon may never have been
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created here, it may have been created and subsequently 
eroded in pre—Sixmile Creek time, or it may exist at depth 
but remain undetected in cuttings samples and electric logs. 
If the horizon were eroded it might be a source of kaolinite 
in the overlying samples. The unconformity in the center of 
the basin shows a lithology change and probably shows a 
thermal discontinuity as indicated by vitrinite reflectance 
and clay mineralogy (to be discussed in the following 
section), but it shows no angularity. The late Early Miocene 
tilting and erosion which took place in this area created an 
erosional and angular unconformity to the north (Rasmussen, 
1969) and to the west (Csejtey, 1962) of the basin but may 
have had little effect on the center of the basin.
Incipient range front faulting probably began with early 
Eocene extension, but the thickness of the Sixmile Creek 
Formation suggests much of the faulting occurred as a result 
of extension beginning in late Early Miocene time. The Deer 
Lodge basin is one of a distinct minority of Tertiary basins 
in western Montana with the major normal fault on the west 
side of the basin.
Tertiary extension north of the Garnet Line (Winston, 
1986) occurred along numerous northwest trending normal 
faults, while extension immediately south of that line was 
restricted to three or four major faults including those on 
the west sides of the Bitterroot and Deer Lodge basins. 
Winston further suggests that all of these late Cretaceous-
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Tertiary north to northwest trending structures were strongly 
influenced by Precambrian structures. East directed Late 
Cretaceous thrusting west of the basin created many west
directed folds and thrusts in the east flank of the Flint
Creek Range (Gwinn, i960; Mutch» 1960). Sterne (personal 
communication» 1985, Amoco Production Co., Denver » CO) first 
suggested that normal faulting in the Deer Lodge basin may
have occurred along one of these west directed late
Cretaceous thrusts.
There is probably a connection between the normal faulting 
of the Bitterroot and that of the Deer Lodge basins. Hyndman 
(1987) suggests the unroofing of the Idaho batholith and 
concomitant formation of the Bitterroot mylonite zone 
occurred during Eocene extension, whereby the batholith was 
in effect pulled out from underneath the overlying sediments. 
A probable mylonite zone below the Deer Lodge basin (D.W. 
Hyndman, 1984, unpublished report for Amoco Production Co., 
Denver, CO) may have been formed in a similar way during 
Eocene to Miocene extension. The Jacobson well was drilled 
to a depth of 11,700 feet; Amoco drilled completely through 
the Tertiary section at a depth of 5,700 feet and drilled 
further through an additional 5,800 feet of folded and 
faulted Cretaceous(?) shales. The faults and folds appear to 
be west directed. The granitic mylonite lay at a depth of 
11,500 feet (Plate 2).
The granitic mylonite at the base of the Jacobson well was
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identified from a core. The granite of the Arco well may 
also be mylonitized, but this is difficult to determine since 
it was not cored. The Tertiary fault on the west side of the 
Deer Lodge basin appears to be listric. The fault also
appears to become more shallow to the south (Plate 2). In 
the Jacobson and probably in the Johnson wells the fault 
allows the downward movement of Tertiary and underlying 
Cretaceous<?) sediments. South of the Jacobson well the 
Tertiary fault cuts up through the Cretaceous<?) sediments 
and allows the downward movement of only the Tertiary 
sediments.
The northeast trending faults (Fig. 2> may predate the 
Tertiary although they were probably reactivated during 
Tertiary time. The southernmost of these faults was mapped 
based on a gravity anomaly observed by Cremer (1966, in 
Konizeski, 1968). The northeast trending fault which offsets 
the major normal fault on the west side of the basin brings 
Sixmile Creek Formation sediments in contact with the 
Philipsburg batholith.
Minor normal faulting on the east side of the Deer Lodge 
basin also occurred during Sixmile Creek time. These 
antithetic faults are subparallel to the main fault on the 
west side of the basin and are a direct result of moveaient on 
that fault (W.B. Hanson, 1983, unpublished cross section, 
Amoco Production Co., Denver, CO). These faults were not 
mapped in Fig. 2 because they appear to be minor in relation
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to the ##apped faults.
A period of erosion and non—deposition in Pliocene time 
resulted in the development of a pediment surface with the 
highest elevation several hundred feet above the present 
valley floor. Post-Pliocene erosion and downcutting by the 
Clark Fork River formed a series of terraces (or possibly 
later stage pediment surfaces) lying at elevations between 
the valley floor and the uppermost pediment surface. In the 
center of the valley PIio-Pleistocene Clark Fork sediments 
with thicknesses averaging less than ten feet blanket the 
Sixmile Creek Formation. On the west side of the valley 
glacial sedimentation began in latest Pliocene or early 
Pleistocene time and left massive moraine deposits up to 800 
feet thick in the Flint Creek drainages (Pardee, 1951; 
Alden, 1953).
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Clmw of the Tertiary SgrfiaimtTi__
Amoco col lefcted cuttings samples of every ten foot
interval from the Deer Lodge basin welIs. I collected 
samples from the middle of each lOO foot interval from the 
wel1 samples. Preparation for each clay analysis depended on 
the nature of each sample. I did not use samples 
contaminated by visible mud additives such as wood chips, nor 
did I use samples containing abundant uphole cavings. I 
tried not to use sandy or conglomeratic samples with little 
or no clay matrix. Poorly consolidated samples could not be 
washed and were used without washing, but shaley or
tuffaceous sediments appeared to mask the effects of drilling 
mud contamination; well consolidated samples were washed, 
sorted, and sieved, and the less than 1 mm cuttings fraction 
was analyzed for clay mineralogy. The smaller the cuttings, 
the greater the probability that they came from the given 
interval rather than being uphole cavings. In the case of
consolidated tuffs I commonly used tweezers to select out the
tuffaceous fragments for analysis. Tuffaceous intervals are 
particularly desirable owing to the monomineralic nature of 
their clays.
Despite my precautions three possible sources of 
contamination remain. One is contamination by bentonitic 
drilling mud. Another possible source of contamination is 
uphole cavings. Lastly, contamination may result from the 
clays within the sedimentary clasts such as Kootenai
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Formation and Colorado Group shale clasts. This study is not 
concerned with the clays in the sedimentary clasts but rather 
with the clays deposited as Tertiary shales or as sedimentary 
matrix.
The well cuttings were hand crushed and ultrasonically 
disaggregated, and oriented diffraction specimens of the 
less than 0.5 um size fraction (E.S.D.) were prepared on 
glass slides. Ethelene glycol solvated samples were analyzed 
using CuK a radiation and a graphite crystal monochromator on 
a Philips Norelco X-ray diffractometer. Percent mixed 
layering in the mixed layer i11ite/smectite (I/S) was 
determined using the methods of Reynolds and Hower (1970) and 
Srodon (1980).
To determine expandabilities of I/S Reynolds and Mower’s 
method relies on the x-ray diffraction peak in the 15.4^ to 
17.7» range, whereas one of Srodon’s methods uses this peak 
in conjunction with the peak in the 86®-27^ range. Srodon’s 
method is more accurate because it takes the variability of 
the ethelene glycol complex into account. Reynolds and 
Mower’s method can give up to a 30X error for highly 
smectitic samples (Srodon, 1980), but I used it for two 
reasons. It lends support to the Srodon method calculation, 
and it is the only available method in cases where discrete 
illite or quartz make the 26P-27® peak unusable or higher 
order peaks are obscure.
Monomineralic samples such as tuffs and tuffaceous shales
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yielded mixed layering results with the best quality X-ray 
diffraction patterns and greatest apparent accuracy of 
determination of mixed layering. Several factors decrease 
the accuracy of the mixed layer determination and commonly 
make the interpretation only semi-quantitative. These 
factors include sample heterogeneity, mixtures with discrete 
illite, contamination by salts, and vermiculite involved in 
the mixed layering as a third component. If the mixed 
layering determinative peaks were completely unusable I 
simply concludcKl that a peak in the re^gion of 5*» implied an 
expandability of 40%-lOOX and R=0 (Reynolds and Hower, 1970).
In addition to analyzing the clays in the well cuttings I 
analyzed the clays in Tertiary rocks exposed at the surface 
in the Deer Lodge valley including Lowland Creek Volcanics 
from north of Anaconda, Renova Formation tuffs and siltstones 
from the Mullan Creek and Rocker areas and Sixmile Creek 
Formation sands, shales, and conglomerates from Racetrack 
Creek, Dempsey Creek, Tincup Joe Creek, and Perkins Gulch.
Clay analysis of the Tertiarv sediments: Data
The thickest section of Tertiary sediments is in the 
Johnson well (Fig. 5, column B). It shows an apparent 
mineralogical progression from an R=0 I/S with greater than 
95% smectite layers near the surface to an R=1 I/S with lO- 
20% smectite layers at a depth of 7,500 feet (Fig. 6). Clay 
analyses of the Tertiary sediments of the Arco (Fig. 7),
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Benson (Fig. 8), and Jacobson (Fig. 9> wells show only minor 
changes in mixed layering with depth. ^ e  results were 
commonly checked by analyses of the less than 0.1 um 
fractions, and the results were the same suggesting these are 
not detrital clays.
In the Johnson well the I/S remains highly smectitic down 
to a depth of around 6,200 feet. From 6,200 feet down to the 
base of the Sixmile Creek Formation at 7,500 feet the 
diffraction patterns become difficult to interpret. 
Superlattice peaks in the 3^ range suggest an ordered 1/S, 
but peaks in the 5^ range suggest an R=0 I/S with 40—lOOX 
smectite. Attempts to model the diffraction patterns using 
the Newmod computer program (Reynolds, 1985) were 
unsuccessful, but the patterns most closely resembled 
compute:— generated patterns of R=0 I/S with 50-60X smectite 
layers. K-saturation had little effect on the clays while 
Si— saturation had the effect of converting most of the ten to 
seventeen angstrom clay layers to seventeen angstrom layers.
The Renova Formation clays of the Johnson well appeared at 
first to be highly illitic with 10-15X vermiculite mixed 
layering, but Sr-saturation of three of the samples revealed 
that these were R=1 I/S with 10-20X smectite layers. While 
the Sixmile Creek Formation clays appear to show a 
progressive increase in illitization with depth, the Renova 
Formation I/S remains at 10-20X smectite, R=l, throughout the 
entire thickness of the Renova Formation.
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Fig. 6 Percent expandabilities in mixed layer III ite/smectite with
depth in ttae Johnson well, (a ) indicates Reynolds and Hower(1970) 
method of OQlculotion, ond ( e) indicates Srodon (1980) method. {— ) 
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Fig. 7 Percent expandabilities in mixed layer illitc/smectite with depth 
in the Arco well, (a) indicates Reynolds and Hower(1970) method of 
calculation, and ( • )  indicates Srodon(1980) mettxxJ. {— ) indicates a 
probable range of mixed loyering.
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B E N S O N
Sixmile Creek Fm.
Renovo Fm
100% 80% 6 0 % 40% 20% 0%
Fig. 8 Percent expondobilities in mixed loyer ill ite/smectite with depth 
In the Benson well (a) indicates Reynolds and Hower (1970) method of 
calculation, and ( • )  indicates Srodon (I960) method. (— ) indicates a 
probable ronge of mixed layering.
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Fig. 9 Percent expandabilities in mixed layer illite/smectite with depth 
in the Jacobson well. (A) indicates Reynolds ond Hower(1970) method of 
colculation, and ( • )  indicates Srodon (19 8 0 )method. (— ) indicotes a 
probable range of mixed layering.
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Traces of kaolinite, chlorite, and discrete illite were 
found in most of the clay samples. The amount of kaolinite 
and chlorite appeared to increase with depth, but no 
quantitative determinations were made. The shales tended to 
be monomineralic while the clay matrix of the sandstones was 
more likely to contain kaolinite, chlorite, and discrete 
illite. In addition, the Sixmile Creek Formation sediments 
tended to be unconsolidated, while the Renova Formation 
sediments were lithified in the Johnson well.
I also analyzed seven samples from the Big Hole basin 100 
km. to the southwest. The Jack Hirschy Livestock #1 well 
penetrated approximately 15,000 feet of Tertiary sediments. 
A reconnaissance study of the Tertiary clays reveals a more 
pronounced mineralogical discontinuity at the apparent 
Renova-Sixmile Creek formation boundary. At a depth of 
approximately 10,000 feet the apparent unconformity «separates 
light colored tuffaceous sands and shales from underlying 
dark lacustrine shales. The unconformity is also a
minéralogie discontinuity separating randomly interstratifled 
Sixmile Creek Formation(?) clays with around 75-80X smectite 
layers from R=1 Renova Formation clays with around 10-20X 
smectite layers. As in the Deer Lodge basin Johnson well the 
Sixmile Creek Formation clays show some progressive 
illitization with depth, but there appears to be no 
progressive trend with depth in the Renova Formation clays.
Clay analyses of the Renova and Sixmile Creek formations
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sampled at the surface of the Deer Lodge basin revealed that 
the less than 0.5 um fractions Mere predominantly smectite. 
The clays also commonly contained traces of calcite, 
chlorite, kaolinite, and discrete illite.
Temperature logs were run in each of the Deer Lodge basin 
wells within days of completion of drilling (Table 1). The 
geothermal gradients range from 9. . to 13.7^. per lOOO
feet. The variations may be explained by insufficient time 
allotted for temperature equilibration in the wells before 
the logs were run. Drilling fluid in the borehole can make 
observed temperatures higher than actual temperatures at 
shallow depths and make them lower than actual temperatures 
at greater depths (Barker, 1983).
(3eothermal gradient variations may be partly related to 
the lack of well equilibration, but may also be partly 
related to varying heat flow in different parts of the basin. 
In addition, the hot springs in the valley together with the 
abundant faults could create a great variation in apparent 
geothermal gradients over short distances. Therefore I will 
use an average basinal geothermal gradient of il.3^C. per 
lOOO feet for the discussion.
Clmv mnmlvmim of the Tertiarv mmdiments*__
In recent years a number of studies have focused on the 
progressive minéralogie transformation of smectite to illite 
with increasing depth and temperature (eg.: Perry and Hower,
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bbeq JMCOBBOi JOWBDM ■seoN
Depth
O' 280 240 170 4 3 0
1,0 0 0' 42» 4 3 0 300 4 9 0
2 ,0 0 0' 49» 5 3 0 380 5 3 0
3,000' 56» 6 3 0 470 580
4,000' 63» 720 550 670
5,000' 700 8 5 0 600 760
6,000'
7,000*
740
77»(6700*>
960
1050
670
740
8 3 0
(5332*)
8,000’ 114» BIO
9,000* 123» 8 9 0
10,000* 132» 970
11,000' 142» 1030(10265’)
12,000* 153»(11765*)
Temp. Grad. 
«C/IOOO* lOo 12-20 9.10 13.7»
Table 1 Geothermal temperatures in the four wells in degrees Centigrade 
based on temperature logs and bottom hole temperatures.
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1970; Hotter et al., 1976; Jennings and Thompson, 1986). This 
study is different from preceding studies in at least three 
respects. For one, the basin filling sediments represent a 
variety of lithologies including tuffs, marls, shales, 
sandstones, and conglomerates rather than focusing on vast 
shale sequences. Secondly, these are continental elastics 
rather than marine or marine—deltaic in origin. And lastly, 
these sediments accumulated over a period of approximately 50 
million years and include at least three significant 
unconformities rather than accumulating over a period of just 
a few million years.
The rate and extent of illitization are controlled by time 
and temperature (Hower et al, 1976; Jennings and Thompson, 
1986). Temperature is controlled by both burial depth and 
geothermal gradient. Jennings and Thompson (1986) combined 
the data from their study of diagenesis in PIio-Pleistocene 
sediments with the data of Hower et al. (1976) from middle 
Tertiary rocks and Hoffman and Hower (1979) from Cretaceous 
rocks and made several important conclusions about the 
illitization reaction. At temperatures below 175^. and at 
expandabilities below 80X the progression from smectite to 
illite is kinetically controlled; younger sediments require 
higher temperatures to attain the same degree of illitization 
as older sediments. At temperatures above 175*C.
illitization proceeds at similar rates in sediments of 
similar compositions regardless of their ages.
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Of the four MelIs examined in the Deer Lodge basin and the 
one in the Big Hole basin, the Johnson well exhibits the best 
evidence of progressive illitization through burial 
diagenesis. In this well the trend from I/S with greater 
than 95X smectite layers to I/S with around 50X smectite 
layers is seen within the Sixmile Creek Formation. The 
presence of I/S with greater than 95X smectite layers down to 
a depth of 6,200 feet implies that the heat of burial was not 
great enough to illitize these clays.
Quantitative mixed-layer determinations are not possible 
at this time on the clays of the lower Sixmile Creek 
Formation for reasons discussed below, but the zone between
6,200 feet and 7,500 feet appears to have been illitized to 
around 30—50X illite layers. The ambiguity of the
diffraction patterns of these clays may be caused by a 
vermiculitic clay as a third component in the mixed layering. 
It may also be caused by sample heterogeneity as might be 
expected when depositing fresh smectitic ash with clays 
weathered from pre-existing shales. The ambiguity may also 
result from the mixing of random and ordered mixed layer 
clays as a result of partial conversion rather than a 
physical mixing.
Although there is no evidence for progressive illitization 
within the 6,200—7,500 foot zone, the higher proportion of 
illite layers in the I/S of this zone may correspond to the 
transition from smectite to illite observed in Hower et al..
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(1976) and Jennings and Thompson, (1986). Likewise the clays 
of the Renova Formation in the Johnson well between 7,506 and 
10,052 feet appear not to show a progressive increase in 
illitization with depth, but they all appear to exhibit R~1 
with around 80—90X illite layers. If the rocks of the 6,100— 
7,506 foot zone are interpreted to be the upper Renova 
Formation (a possibility suggested earlier in this report), 
then the change in mixed-layering at around 6,200 feet may 
also be interpreted as a minéralogie discontinuity brought on 
by the same geologic conditions which created the 
discontinuity at 7,506 feet.
In the other Deer Lodge basin wells none of the Tertiary
sections is more than 7,500 feet thick, and none of the
Tertiary clays are as highly illitized as the Renova
Formation clays of the Johnson well. Ambiguities in the 
mixed layer determinations begin at around 5,000 feet in both 
the Benson and the Arco wells possibly implying that the 
illitization reaction begins at this depth in these wells.
The shallower reaction depth may be caused by the higher
geothermal gradients observed in these wells (Table 1). The 
higher geothermal gradients would allow the temperature 
controlled reaction to begin at shallower depths in the 
Benson and Arco wells than in the Johnson well.
Both the Johnson well in the Deer Lodge basin and the 
Hirschy well in the Big Hole basin exhibit similar 
mineralogical discontinuities at the apparent Sixmile Creek-
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Renova formation boundary. This boundary separates randomly 
interstratified Sixmile Creek Formation clays with greater 
than 50X smectite layers from ordered Renova Formation clays 
with less than SOX smectite layers. This is a discontinuity 
unobserved in the work of Hower et al., (1976) and Jennings 
and Thompson (1986). Burial diagenesis is not the only 
possible explanation for the observed mixed layering 
sequence. In fact, there are several ways of explaining the 
illitic clays without burial diagenesis.
The most obvious possible explanation is that illite was 
originally deposited in the deepest parts of the basin during 
Renova time and smectite during Sixmile Creek time. But clay 
mineralogy of samples collected from surface outcrops of both 
the Renova and Sixmile Creek formations throughout western 
Montana is highly smectitic (Thompson et al., 1982). My own 
analyses of surface samples of the Renova and Sixmile Creek 
formations in the Deer Lodge basin support this conclusion. 
Detrital illite is a component in most of the samples, but 
the I/S is probably of insitu diagenetic origin in these 
samples. In the Johnson well the Renova Formation clays are 
all 80-90X illite and are probably also diagenetic in origin.
A lOO foot thick rhyolite tuff in the Renova Formation is 
probably continuous between the Arco, Jacobson, and Johnson 
wells (Plate 1). The clays of that tuff are smectite or 
kaolinite in the Arco and Jacobson wells but illitic in the 
Johnson well suggesting that the tuff in the Johnson well was
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originally smectitic. This evidence supports the idea that
the Renova Formation scKliments in the Johnson wel 1- the 
deepest part of the basin- were originally smectitic and were 
converted to illite by burial diagenesis.
A second possible reason for the discontinuity is that 
sm*ectitic sediments were illitized without burial diagenesis 
sometime after deposition. Eberl et al., (1985) demonstrated 
that illitization can occur in smectitic sediments through 
wetting and drying by creating acidic microenvironments 
through evaporation. The Renova Formation was probably
deposited in a shallow and occasionally evaporative lake in 
this particular basin, but illitization to greater than BOX 
illite is unlikely because Eberl et al. could only induce a 
maximum of SOX illite in their experiments. This mechanism 
might be partially responsible for variations in mixed 
layering in I/S throughout the Tertiary section, but I do not 
think that it is of major importance in this basin.
Howard (1986) demonstrated that illitization could proceed 
to greater extents in porous sediments owing to the passage 
of greater amounts of fluids. While this is probably another 
important reason for the variation in mixed layering 
throughout the Sixmile Creek Formation it is not likely to 
have been the cause of illitization in the Renova Formation 
because of its low porosities.
A fourth possible reason for the discontinuity in the 
Johnson well is that the age difference between the middle to
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Upper Miocene Sixmile Creek Formation and the upper Eocene<?) 
to lower Miocene Renova Formation allowed the two packages of 
sediments to react to different extents. Jennings and 
Thompson <1986) demonstrated that Oligocene—Miocene clays 
convert to illite at lower temperatures than Plio-Pleistocene 
clays. The age difference between the two packages of 
sediments may be one of the reasons for the mineralogical 
discontinuity in the Johnson well. The mineralogical
discontinuity is not observed in the other Deer Lodge basin 
wells because the temperature was never high enough to drive 
the clays to greater than 50% illite layers.
Previous burial diagenetic studies reveal a transition 
zone where smectitic sediments show a continuous progressive 
increase in illite layers until maximum illitization is 
attained. Hower et al.'s, (1976) study of progressive 
illitization in Upper OligoccMne to Lower Miocene shales of 
the Gulf Coast is best compared to the illitization of the 
upper EoceneC?) to lower Miocene Renova Formation shales, 
because the two shale sequences are of similar age and 
mineralogy. Hower et al., found that illitization proceeded 
gradually beginning at a temperature of 4Doc. and reached a 
maximum illitization of 80X illite layers at a temperature of 
approximately 95®C.
The present average geothermal gradient in the Deer Lodge 
basin places the uppermost part of the possible transition 
zone (6,200 feet) at around 77*^. and the uppermost Renova
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Formation shales at a temperature of approximately 9S®C- The 
presence of the mineralogical discontinuity at the late Early 
Miocene unconformity raises a very important questions Is 
the anomaly the low degree of illitization in the clays at 
the base of the Sixmile Creek Formation, or is it the high 
degree of illitization in the uppermost Renova Formation 
clays? Hower et al.’s, (1976) findings suggest that the 
uppermost Renova Formation clays should be 80% illite and 
that the anomaly lies in the low degree of illitization of 
the lower Sixmile Creek Formation. The same anomaly occurs 
in the Hirschy well in the Big Hole basin.
Hower et al.'s, (1976) and Jennings and Thompson's (1986) 
findings suggest that the smectite to illite transition of 
the Miocene Sixmile Creek Formation clays should have begun 
at around 60*^. or at a depth of around 4,500 feet (using the 
average geothermal gradient of around 11*C. per lOOO feet). 
But the illitization reaction did not begin until a 
temperature of 77*̂ 0. in the Johnson well and until a 
temperature of 10S*>C. in the Hirschy well. The reversible 
collapse of some of the smectite layers of the lower Sixmile 
Creek Formation clays when K-saturated indicates that the 
smectites have developed a high layer charge. The 
development of the high layer charge is part of the continuum 
in the conversion of smectite to illite. The illitization 
reaction within the Sixmile Creek Formation may be inhibited 
by an abundance of Na, Ca, or Mg (Eberl, 1976; Boles and
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Franks, 1979), but chemical analyses are the only way to 
determine if this is the case. No chemical analyses were
performed on the Deer Lodge basin samples.
If burial diagenesis is the major cause of the
distribution of percent illite seen in the clays of the 
Johnson and Hirschy wells, is that distribution the result of 
a single episode of burial diagenesis caused by the overlying 
Sixmile Creek Formation or does the mineralogical
discontinuity reflect two separate episodes of burial
diagenesis? If the clay minéralogie discontinuity results 
from chemical differences between the two packages of
sediments as discussed above, then the progression can be 
explained by a single episode of burial diagenesis. But the 
jump in vitrinite reflectance at this unconformity suggests 
that the two packages of sediments are at two different
levels of thermal maturity. The mineralogical discontinuity 
may be explained by the exposure of the Renova Formation to a 
burial diagenetic episode in pre-Sixmile Creek time in
addition to the episode caused by the overlying Sixmile Creek 
Formation.
There are two possible causes of the illitization (or at 
least the incipient illitization) of the Renova Formation 
clays during Renova time. The Renova Formation could have
been heated to the required temperature of incipient
illitization by burial beneath a considerable additional 
thickness of upper Renova Formation sediments now removed by
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post-Renovay pre—Sixmile Creek erosion. The other possible 
cause is that the geothermal gradient was higher during 
Renova time than during the Sixmile Creek to recent time. In 
an extensional regime crustal thinning may increase the 
geothermal gradient. The proximity of the Deer Lodge basin 
to the Boulder batholith is also a possible cause of an 
increased geothermal gradient. If the geothermal gradient 
were higher during Renova time than at present, then it was 
not high enough to convert the shallower Renova Formation 
sediments sampled in the other wells and at the surface to 
illite. Therefore, I think the diagenesis of the Renova and 
Sixmile Creek formations in the deepest part of the basin was 
predominantly caused by the overlying Sixmile Creek Formation 
in late Miocene to recent time.
Aside from the mineralogical progression with depth two 
additional thermal maturation indicators were encountered in 
the Johnson well. One is the production of oil at a depth of 
7,654 feet. Geochemical analyses by Amoco (T. Helmer cited 
in W.B. Hanson, 1981, unpublished report, Amoco Prod. Co, 
Denver, CO) indicate that organic sediments of the Renova 
Formation in the Johnson well are good hydrocarbon source 
rocks. The analyses reveal that the sediments of the upper 
and lower Renova Formation have generated gas and oil. 
Source bed maturation evaluations using the Dow (1977) scale 
range from "early peak oil generation" to "early peak gas 
generation" throughout the Renova Formation. The second
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indicator is vitrinite reflectance measured on organic 
material within the Renova Formation. The vitrinite
reflectances range from 0.41X in the upper Renova Formation 
to 0.81X in the lower Renova Formation.
Oil generation by organic sediments is also kinetically 
controlled. LaPlante (1974) determined the temperatures of 
hydrocarbon generation in Tertiary Gulf Coast shales. He 
determined a minimum temperature of 86‘=*C. was necessary for 
the generation of oil in lower Miocene shales. Oil was 
generated from Renova Formation shales in the Johnson well 
beginning at a depth of 7,654 fewt. All of the oil shows in 
the Johnson well of the Deer Lodge basin and in the Jack 
Hirschy #1 well of the Big Hole basin were restricted to and 
continuous throughout the Renova Formation. Application of 
the average geothermal gradient to the Johnson well places 
the temperature of the uppermost Renova Fm. at 90^0. and 
could explain the generation of oil in these sediments at the 
present ge*othermal gradient. The lack of oil generation in 
the shallower carbonaceous Renova shales of the other wells 
implies that the temperature never rose above 86^. in those 
welIs.
Vitrinite reflectance is also kinetically controlled and 
can be used to determine the maximum temperature of 
metamorphism of organic sediments if the effective heating 
time is known (Hood et al., 1975; Middleton, 1982; Barker, 
1983). Vitrinite reflectances from the Rénova Formation of
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the Johnson wel1 measure 0.41X at a depth of 7,630 feet and 
at a present temperature of 90®C. At a depth of 9,570 feet 
and a present temperature of 117®C the vitrinite reflectance 
measures 0.81X. There are three additional intermediate 
measurements at three intermediate depths from vitrinite in 
the Renova Formation. Middleton's (1982) vitrinite
ref1ectance-1ime-temperature nomogram shows that regardless 
of the age of the sediments a jump in vitrinite reflectance 
from 0.41X to 0.81X requires a 60*^. jump in temperature. 
But a 60^ temperature increase over 2,000 feet is unlikely. 
The great range of vitrinite reflectances over a present 
temperature range of only 27^. may be explained by a greater 
geothermal gradient in the past, a significant additional 
thickness of now eroded lower Renova Formation overlying the 
present lower Renova Formation, or the inclusion of reworked 
vitrinite.
If the vitrinite reflectance and the maximum temperature 
are known, then the effective heating time can be calculated 
(Middleton, 1982). At a maximum temperature of 90^. a 
vitrinite reflectance of 0.41X will result from an effective 
heating time of approximately 5 million years (Fig. 10). At 
a maximum temperature of 117^C. a vitrinite reflectance of 
0.81X will result from an effective heating time of around 
ICO million years. I cannot be sure about the maximum 
temperatures, I cannot be sure whether or not the vitrinite 
is indigenous, and the calculated effective heating times do
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not match» therefore I can draw no conclusions at this time 
from the vitrinite data.
Tertmmrv depomitimnml environments
When unconsolidated sediments are drilled and examined as 
well cuttings» most of the sedimentologic information is 
destroyed including bedding» matrix support» porosity» 
fossils» and sedimentary structures. Nevertheless» I
developed some thoughts on environments of deposition based 
on clay mineralogy» descriptions of the cores from the Deer 
Lodge wells» and comparisons to sediment analyses by 
Rasmussen (1969, 1977).
The sme*ctitic clays of both the Renova and Sixmile Creek 
formations suggest the climate was arid during Renova and 
Sixmile Creek time (Keller, 1965» Thompson et al» 1982). 
Rasmussen’s (1969) study of the Flint Creek basin determined 
that an early Miocene tectonic episode was followed by the 
establi^ment of through-flowing drainage and the probable 
erosion of several hundred feet of Renova Formation. 
Thompson et al.» (1982) found kaolinitie clays in late Early 
Miocene soils developcxi on the Renova Formation throughout 
western Montana and suggested that the through-flowing 
drainage was caused by a temporary change to a humid climate. 
My analysis of the Tertiary clays of the Deer Lodge basin 
revealed no such horizon, and while I accept the
establishment of through-flowing drainage in the Deer Lodge
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basin during late Early Miocene time, I do not think the 
climate was humid. Today there is through—flowing drainage 
in the Deer Lodge basin and the climate is considered semi— 
arid. Therefore there is probably a narrow precipitation 
threshold for aggrading vs. dissecting basins, and it appears 
that during the late Early Miocene the precipitation level 
rose high enough to dissect the basin but not high enough to 
create a kaolinitie horizon.
Kaolinite is a common clay mineral throughout the Tertiary 
section in the Deer Lodge basin, but it does not necessarily 
imply a humid climate. It is probably diagenetically formed 
by migrating waters in porous or fractured zones, but it may 
also be derived from weathered zones which are eroded and 
redeposited in Tertiary sediments.
To support his theory of a humid Renova climate Rasmussen
(1977) relies on abundant vegetation, root burrows, sequoia 
and oak leaves, locally abundant amphibians, and lack of 
caliche development. He notes that tuffaceous mudstones and 
siltstones deposited in fluvial overbank environments make up 
the majority of the Renova Formation in the Drummond area, 
but that erosional unconformities and fluvial channels within 
the Renova Formation suggest intermittent through—flowing 
drainage.
But diverse plant and animal communities can thrive in 
arid climates in riparian and lacustrine local environments. 
Oak and sequoia trees probably could not survive in arid
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climates, but their leaves could easily be deposited in the 
basin from higher elevations. Very little wood is observed 
in the Renova Formation outcrops of the Deer Lodge basin 
suggesting there were no oak and sequoia trees here (or that 
they were not preserved here); root burrows are common but 
small suggesting they are from grasses or shrubs possibly 
similar to the vegetation found today in the Deer Lodge 
valley. Coal deposits common in the upper Renova Formation 
in the deepest part of the basin appear to be discontinuous 
and formed in locally restricted lakes or swamps.
The Renova Formation sediments exposed at Mullan Creek in 
the northern part of the Deer Lodge basin are exclusively 
flood plain siltstones and mudstones (Rasmussen, 1977) while 
the Renova Formation sediments of the Johnson well in the 
deepest part of the basin contain abundant lacustrine marls. 
If the sediments are contemporaneous then this is evidence of 
an intermittent lake only in the center of the basin. 
Rasmussen (1969) found similar lacustrine marls in parts of 
the Flint Creek basin suggesting that there may have been a 
number of these intermittent lakes in the centers of the 
basins. Cross bedded sands and conglomerates seen in the 
Deer Lodge basin cores of the upper Renova Formation are 
probably the deltaic or fluvial sequences prograding out over 
the dried up lake bed observed by Rasmussen (1977) in the 
Flint Creek basin and by Monroe (1981) in the Ruby basin.
The Sixmile Creek Formation se^diments of the Deer Lodge
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basin also indicate an arid climate and generally low energy 
fluvial to lacustrine environments of deposition. If the 
Sixmile Creek Formation of the Deer Lodge basin were made up 
of coarse conglomerates then drilling would have crushed the 
clasts and concealed the grain size of the sediments. 
Nevertheless» the lower Sixmile Creek Formation in deepest 
part of the basin appears to be predominantly fine grained 
tuffaceous shales.
This is in contrast to Fields et al.'s (1985) generalized 
description of a coarse grained Sixmile Creek Formation and 
in contrast to the generally coarse grained Sixmile Creek 
Formation sediments exposed at the surface of the Deer Lodge 
basin. But if basin subsidence began its greatest period of 
movement during the late Early Miocene, then it seems likely 
that the tuffaceous siltstones and mudstones on the uplands 
would be eroded and redeposited in the deepest parts of the 
basin with the coarse facies deposited at the basin margin.
If it could be demonstrated that the ash of the lower 
Sixmile Creek Formation were fresh rather than reworked, then 
it would contradict the findings of limited volcanic activity 
during the Barstovian (Chadwick, 1978, 1981f Fields et al., 
1985). If fresh ash were deposited in the lower Sixmile Creek 
Formation during an era of limited volcanic activity, then 
this also suggests a local source for the volcanic ash.
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Conclu» ion
My analyses of the drill cuttings» well logs» surface 
outcrops and geologic literature of the Deer Lodge basin and 
surrounding areas has led me to the following chronology of 
the development of the Deer Lodge basin.
GHRDNGLOBY OF THE DEER LODGE ORGIM
Late Cretaceous- EmplaccMnent of the Sapphire Plate; east 
directed thrusting along the Philipsburg and Georgetown 
faults to the west; emplacement of the Boulder batholith to 
the east
Paleocene- East directed thrusting along the Lombard fault to 
the east
Paleocene—earIv Eocene- Weathering of a low relief surface 
over the area of the present Deer Lodge basin
early Middle Eocene- Deposition of the Lowland Creek 
Volcanics and volcanic lastics over an 800 square mile area 
including the southern half of the present Deer Lodge basin
Paleocene-1ate Eocene- Incipient normal faulting begins 
sometime during this time on the »«est side of the basin» 
faults are north striking and subparallel along a front at 
least 2 km wide; deposition of coarse conglomeratic fans 
shed off the upthrown blocks
late Eocene-earlv Olioocene- Deposition of sandstones, 
siltstones» tuffs, shales» and coals of the lower Renova 
Formation in shallow lacustrine and low energy fluvial to 
deltaic environments of deposition.
Late Olioocene-EarIv Miocene- Deposition of fluvial and 
lacustrine sandstones and shales of the upper Renova 
Formation» incipient illitization of the Renova Formation
late Earlv Miocene- Probable large scale movement along the 
normal fault on the west side of the Deer Lodge basin and 
probable temporary establishment of through-flowing drainage
middle Miocene- Deposition of the lower Sixmile Creek 
Formation» coarse basal conglomerates grade up to fluvial 
tuffaceous conglomerates» sandstones» and shales; movement 
on antithetic normal faults
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Late Miocene- Development of a basinwide unconformityt 
probable temporary establishment of through-flowing drainage; 
active movement along normal faults followed by deposition of 
fluvial and shallow lacustrine tuffaceous conglomerates, 
sandstones, and shales of the upper Sixmile Creek Formation
Late Miocene-recent- In the deepest part of the basin the 
major period of burial diagenesis causes partial illitization 
of lower Sixmile Creek Formation clays, drives the Renova 
Formation clays to maximum expected illitization, and causes 
the generation of gas and oil in the Renova Formation
Pliocene- Establishment of the modern Clark Fork drainage; 
erosion and pedimentation on the Sixmile Creek and Renova 
format ions
Pleistocene- Downcutting by the Clark Fork River; 
development of erosional surfaces; glaciation of the Flint 
Creek Range and deposition of moraines on the west side of 
the basin
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««- P— »• Ltwta» b— in well data
Not*: Mo#t format 1 oh top# h m #  0*#h pictNd by Amoco
geologists and at* hlghlÿ’ tdhtOtivmi criteria include 
cuttings sample ahelysi#* electric logs, radiation logs, 
dipeeter logs, penetration rates, diatom analysis, and
seismic surveys
Wel 1 name: Nontena taner Co.# State 1—l-SE
Location: SE, SE, Sec. 22, T . 7 N., R. lO U.
Dates: 10—26—61 to 11—17—61
Formation tops: uncertain, logs and samples not seen.
Total depth: 2,336'
Well name: Lewi# Johnson #1
Location: SW, SW, Sec. 31, T. 7 N., R. 9 W.
Dates: 9—19—81 to 3—18—82
Formation tops: lower Sixmile Creek Fm. 2,860*
upper Renova Fm. 7,306*
lower Renova Fm. 9,197*
tuff unit 9,580*-9,704*
Lowland Creek Volcanics 10,032* 
Total depth 10,332*
Well name: Montano State Prieon #1
Location: N, SW, Sec. 2, T. 7 N., R. 10 W.
Dates: 7-3—88 to 8-9-82
Formation tops: Renova, Sixmile Creek Fms. uncertain
j Cretaceous(?) granite 5,650*
Total depth 6,411*
Well naiae: Jfrnhonn #i
Location: NW, NE, Sec. 23, T. 6 N., R. lO W.
Dates: 3-18-84 to 6-18-84
Formation tops: lower Sixmile Creek Fm. 2,972*
upper Renova Fm. absent
lower Renova Fm. 4,400*
tuff unit 4,368*-4,636*
Lowland Creek Volcanics 3,230*
Cretaceous(?) ss and sh 3,740*
granitic myIonite 11,603*
Total depth 11,774*
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Well name: Clifford Beneon #1
Locations SE, SW, Sec. 34, T. 7 N., R. 9 W.
Dates8 7-31-84 to 9—4—84
Formation tops: upper Sixmile Creek Fm.(?) 2,400”
lower Sixmile Creek Fm. absent
upper Renova Fm. 3,750”
lower Renova Fm. 4,600”
Lowland Creek Volcanics 5,650”
Cretaceous<?> Is 7,040”
Total depth 7,134”
Well name: Arco "A" #1
Locations NW, SW, Sec. 3, T. 5 N., R. lO W
Dates: 9-30-84 to 11-15-84
Formation tops: lower Sixmile Creek Fm. 1,650”
upper Renova Fm. absent
lower Renova Fm. 5,130”
Lowland Creek Volcanics 5,800”
Cretaceous(?) granite 6,092”
Total depth 6,704”
